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The GPU Programming Ecosystem
A Graphics Programmer’s View

• Write shaders in a high-level language: HLSL, GLSL, growing long tail
• Compile to an API-specific, vendor-agnostic representation: SPIR-V, DXIL, WGSL
• Pass this representation to the API at application runtime
  • vkCreateGraphicsPipelines() etc.
• Get an opaque handle to the resulting “pipeline”
  • Pipelines contain GPU binaries, but also:
    • Binding information: How to access “global” variables
    • Fixed function state: Vertex input state, pixel blending modes, etc.

```cpp
Buffer<float4> inputBuffer;
RwBuffer<float> outputBuffer;

[numthreads(8,4,1)]
void CSMain(uint3 did : SV_DispatchThreadID)
{
    outputBuffer[did.x] = inputBuffer[did.x][did.y];
}
```
A Compute Programmer’s View

- “Kernels” instead of “shaders”
- Details depend on the API / programming environment
- OpenCL
  - Separate source files, like graphics APIs
  - But kernels can optionally be precompiled to GPU binary
- Most other environments aim for single-source compilation and fat binaries
- HIP/CUDA
  - Annotated functions are compiled as kernels under the hood by a (semi-custom) C++ compiler
  - Invoke kernels using magic “triple chevron” syntax or via a more traditional LaunchKernel runtime API function that accepts a (semi-magic) function pointer
- OpenMP
  - #pragma omp on loops in C/C++/Fortran
  - Compiler splits code below function granularity and inserts code to invoke kernels
- SYCL
- C++AMP
- etc.
Some Paths to GPU binaries

And many more…
What is a GPU?
High-level view
The RDNA Workgroup Processor

- Think of an RDNA WGP as a CPU with:
  - 4 cores: Each with a 32-wide SIMD unit
  - Each core supports deep SMT – up to 16 “threads” or “waves” per core
- Wave32 and Wave64 modes
  - Wave64 operates on 64-wide vectors
  - In the general case by issuing vector instructions twice (though there are significant optimizations)
RDNA ISA

- ~106 32-bit scalar registers
- 256 vector registers
  - 32x32-bit or 64x32-bit depending on wave mode
- Register files are arrays
  - Successive registers can be combined to 64-bit and larger values
  - Some alignment requirements apply
  - Indirect indexing is possible
- Large set of scalar and vector ALU instructions
- Scalar branch instructions
- Full set of vector memory instructions
  - Full scatter/gather capabilities
  - Image format conversion and texture sampling
  - Raytracing acceleration
- Scalar loads for constant data
SIMT Execution

- “Threads” are mapped to lanes of a vector – the wave
- Program counter and instruction fetch, decode, and issue is per wave – not per lane
- Prefer terminology “wave / subgroup” and “lane / invocation” unless clear from the context
- In RDNA:
  - Every vector instruction is implicitly masked by the EXEC register
  - Control flow is implemented by scalar instructions operating on EXEC

```cpp
void main()
{
    if (cb.material == 0) {
        color = texture (sampler2D (t0, s0), uv);
    } else {
        color = vec4(1,0,0,1);
    }
}
```
### Instruction Execution: CPU vs. GPU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>GPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Branch prediction</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speculative execution</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-order execution</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register renaming</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Why?
Memory Accesses

- Memory instructions increment counters at issue
- Counters are decremented when instructions retire
- Different counters used for different instruction classes
- Some instruction classes remain in-order within the class, others can retire out of order
- Software must wait explicitly for those counters

Example:

```c
s_waitcnt vmcnt(4)
```

Wait until the “vmcnt” counter is <= 4
### Memory Hierarchy: CPU vs. GPU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Zen 4 CCD</th>
<th>Navi31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L3$ / Infinity Cache</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1D$ / Vector $</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Scratchpad</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Vector Registers</td>
<td>🐠</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Registers</td>
<td>🐠</td>
<td>🐠</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Diagram shows total storage sizes for unharvested configurations (all 8 cores / all 48 WGP's)
- CPU and GPU shown at different scales
- Why the qualitative difference? How does it affect code execution and code generation?
Generating Code for a GPU
Generating Code for a GPU – Selected Topics

- Implementing graphics APIs
- Satisfying the ISA: Wait insertion
- Control flow lowering
- Register allocation and memory instruction scheduling
Implementing graphics APIs
A Very Real Example

SPIR-V

OpDecorate %210 DescriptorSet 1
OpDecorate %210 Binding 0
...
%_struct_208 = OpTypeStruct %v4float %v4float
%_ptr.Uniform._struct_208 = OpTypePointer Uniform %_struct_208
%210 = OpVariable %_ptr.Uniform._struct_208 Uniform
...
%213 = OpAccessChain %_ptr.Uniform.v4float %210 %int 0
%214 = OpLoad %v4float %213
%215 = OpVectorShuffle %v2float %214 %214 2 3
%216 = OpFMul %v2float %207 %215

RDNA ISA

s_getpc.b64 s[6:7]
s_mov.b32 s24, s3
s_mov.b32 s25, s7
...
s_load.b32 s[16:19], s[26:25], 0x8
...
s_waitcnt lgkmnt(0)
s_buffer_load.b64 s[0:1], s[16:19], 0x8
s_waitcnt lgkmnt(0)
v_mul.f32.e32 v2, s8, v1
v_mul.f32.e32 v5, s1, v3
...
and64.pipelines: { { ...
.registers: { ...
  COMPUTE_USER_DATA_0 0x8000000000000000
  COMPUTE_USER_DATA_2 0x8000000000000000
  COMPUTE_USER_DATA_3 0x8000000000000001 }
Shader ABI

- Some registers are initialized by hardware when a wave is launched
- The compiler and driver collaborate to configure this initialization
Trip through the compiler pipeline

```c
OpDecorate %210 DescriptorSet 1
OpDecorate %210 Binding 0

%_struct_208 = OpTypeStruct %v4float %v4float
%ptr_Uniform_struc_t_208 = OpTypePointer Uniform %struct_208
%210 = OpVariable %ptr_Uniform__struct_208 Uniform

%213 = OpAccessChain %ptr_Uniform_v4float %210 %int 0
%214 = OpLoad %v4float %213
%215 = OpVectorShuffle %v2float %214 %214 2 3
%216 = OpFMul %v2float %207 %215
```

```c
@1 = external addrspace(7) constant <[4 x float], [4 x float]>, !spirv.Resource !1, !spirv.Block !2

%59 = load <4 x float>, ptr addrspace(7) @1, align 16
%60 = shufflevector <4 x float> %59, <4 x float> %59, <2 x i32> <i32 2, i32 3>
%61 = fmul reassoc nann nsz arcp contract aff <2 x float> %58, %60

!1 = !{i32 1, i32 0, i32 0}
!2 = !{{ 164, { 164, 164 } }
{ 164 78368744177664, { 164, 164 } { 164 8796893822208, 164 8796893822224 } }}
```

```c
// Metadata for shader block.
union ShaderBlockMetadata {
  struct {
    unsigned offset : 32; // Offset (bytes) in block
    unsigned isMatrix : 1; // Whether it is a matrix
    unsigned isRowMajor : 1; // Whether it is a "row_major" qualified matrix
    unsigned MatrixStride : 8; // Matrix stride, valid for matrix
    unsigned Restrict : 1; // Whether "restrict" qualifier is present
    unsigned Coherent : 1; // Whether "coherent" qualifier is present
    unsigned Volatile : 1; // Whether "volatile" qualifier is present
    unsigned NoWriteable : 1; // Whether "readonly" qualifier is present
    unsigned NoUnreadable : 1; // Whether "unreadonly" qualifier is present
    unsigned IsPointer : 1; // Whether it is a pointer
    unsigned IsStruct : 1; // Whether it is a structure
    unsigned Unused : 17;
  };
  uint64_t UMAAll;
};
```
Trip through the compiler pipeline

```asm
@1 = external addrspace(7) constant <[4 x float], [4 x float]>, !spirv.Resource !1, !spirv.Block !2
...
%59 = load <4 x float>, ptr addrspace(7) @1, align 16
%60 = shufflevector <4 x float> %59, <4 x float> %59, <2 x i32> <i32 2, i32 3>
%61 = fmul reassoc nnnz nsz arcp contract afn <2 x float> %58, %60
...
!1 = !{i32 1, i32 0, i32 0}
!2 = !{ [164, { i64, i64 } ]
   { i64 70368741779664,
     { i64, i64 } { i64 87960930222208, i64 87960930222224 } }}

%72 = call ptr addrspace(7) (...) @ldc.create.load.buffer.desc.p7(i32 1, i32 0, i32 0, i32 0)
%73 = call ptr @llvm.invariant.start.p7(i64 -1, ptr addrspace(7)) %72
...
%81 = load <4 x float>, ptr addrspace(7) %72, align 16
%82 = shufflevector <4 x float> %81, <4 x float> %81, <2 x i32> <i32 2, i32 3>
%83 = fmul reassoc nnnz nsz arcp contract afn <2 x float> %80, %82
```
Trip through the compiler pipeline

%72 = call ptr addrspace(7) (...) @lgc.create.load.buffer.desc.p7(i32 1, i32 0, i32 0, i32 0)
%73 = call ptr @llvm.invariant.start.p7(i64 -1, ptr addrspace(7) %72)
...
%81 = load <4 x float>, ptr addrspace(7) %72, align 16
%82 = shufflevector <4 x float> %81, <4 x float> %81, <2 x i32> <i32 2, i32 3>
%83 = fmul reassoc nnsz nsz arcp contract afn <2 x float> %80, %82

%10 = call ptr addrspace(4) @lgc.descriptor.table.addr(i32 6, i32 6, i32 1, i32 0, i32 -1) #3
%11 = getelementptr %10, i32 0
%12 = load <4 x i32>, ptr addrspace(4) %11, 132 0
%13 = call ptr addrspace(7) @lgc.late.launer.fat.pointer(<4 x i32> %12) #3
...
%31 = load <4 x float>, ptr addrspace(7) %13, align 16
%32 = shufflevector <4 x float> %31, <4 x float> poison, <2 x i32> <i32 2, i32 3>
%33 = fmul reassoc nnsz nsz arcp contract afn <2 x float> %30, %32
...

!lgc.user.data.nodes = ![i4, i5, i6, i7, i8, i9, i10, i11, i12, i13, i14, i15, i16, i17, i18]
!4 = !["DescriptorTableVaPtr", i32 7, i32 8, i32 1, i32 4]
...
!9 = !["DescriptorTableVaPtr", i32 7, i32 1, i32 1, i32 5]
!10 = !["DescriptorBuffer", i32 6, i32 8, i32 4, i32 1, i32 8, i32 4]
Trip through the compiler pipeline

```assembly
%10 = call ptr addrspace(4) @lgc.descriptor.table.addr(i32 6, i32 6, i32 1, i32 0, i32 -1) #3
%11 = getelementptr i8, ptr addrspace(4) %10, i32 0
%12 = load <4 x i32>, ptr addrspace(4) %11, align 16
%13 = call ptr addrspace(7) @lgc.late.launder.fast.pointer(<4 x i32> %12) #3
...
%31 = load <4 x float>, ptr addrspace(7) %13, align 16
%32 = shufflevector <4 x float> %31, <4 x float> poison, <2 x i32> <i32 2, i32 3>
%33 = fmul reassoc nna nsnz arcp contract afn <2 x float> %30, %32
```

define dllexport amgpu_cs void @lgc.shader.CS.main(
  i32 inreg %globalsTable, i32 inreg %perShaderTable,
  i32 inreg %descTable8, i32 inreg %descTable1, ...) #0 !lgc.shaderstage !20 {
  .entry:
  %0 = call i64 @llvm.amdgcn.s.getpc()
  %1 = bitcast i64 %0 to <2 x i32>
  %2 = insertelement <2 x i32> %1, i32 %descTable1, i64 0
  %3 = bitcast <2 x i32> %2 to i64
  %4 = inttoptr i64 %3 to ptr addrspace(4)
  ...
  %16 = getelementptr i8, ptr addrspace(4) %4, i32 0
  %17 = load <4 x i32>, ptr addrspace(4) %16, align 16
  %18 = call ptr addrspace(7) @lgc.late.launder.fast.pointer(<4 x i32> %17) #3
  %19 = call ptr @llvm.invariant.start.p7(i64 -1, ptr addrspace(7) %18)
  ...
  %34 = load <4 x float>, ptr addrspace(7) %18, align 16
  %35 = shufflevector <4 x float> %34, <4 x float> poison, <2 x i32> <i32 2, i32 3>
  %36 = fmul reassoc nna nsnz arcp contract afn <2 x float> %33, %35
```
Trip through the compiler pipeline

```c
#define dlexport andgpu.cs void @lgc.shader.cs.main(
  i32 inreg %globalTable, i32 inreg %perShaderTable,
  i32 inreg %descTable0, i32 inreg %descTable1, ...) #0 @lgc.shaderstage !20 {  
  .entry:
  %8 = call i64 @llvm.llvmcs.getp(1)  
  %1 = bitcast i64 %0 to #12  
  %2 = insertelement #2 x i32 %1, i32 %descTable1, i64 0  
  %3 = bitcast #2 x i32 %2 to i64  
  %4 = inttoptr i64 %3 to ptr addrspace(4)  
  ...  
  %16 = getelementptr i8, ptr addrspace(4) %4, 128 0  
  %17 = load #4 x i32, ptr addrspace(4) %16, align 16  
  %18 = call ptr addrspace ? @lgc.late.launer.fast.pointer(#4 x i32) %17 #3  
  %19 = call ptr @llvm.invariant.start.p(164 -1, ptr addrspace ? %18)  
  ...  
  %34 = load #4 x float, ptr addrspace ? %18, align 16  
  %35 = shufflevector #4 x float %34, #4 x float poison, #2 x i32 <i32 2, i32 3>  
  %36 = fnwi reassoc mma %n na i32 arc contract afn #2 x float %35, %36  

#define dlexport andgpu.cs void @llvm.llvmcs.getp(1)  
#define dlexport #hsrc = i64 %8, 32  
#define dlexport %u.top = insertelement #2 x i32 poison, i32 %descTable1, i64 0  
#define dlexport %l = insertelement #2 x i32 %u.top, i32 %11, i64 1  
#define dlexport %2 = bitcast #2 x i32 %2 to i64  
#define dlexport %3 = inttoptr i64 %3 to ptr addrspace(4)  
  ...  
#define dlexport %18 = call ptr addrspace ? @llvm.llvmcs.getp(1) %17 #3  
#define dlexport %19 = call ptr @llvm.invariant.start.p(164 -1, ptr addrspace ? %18)  
#define dlexport %34 = load #4 x float, ptr addrspace ? %18, align 16  
#define dlexport %35 = shufflevector #4 x float %34, #4 x float poison, #2 x i32 <i32 2, i32 3>  
#define dlexport %36 = fnwi reassoc mma %n na i32 arc contract afn #2 x float %35, %36
```
Trip through the compiler pipeline

```assembly
%0 = call i64 @llvm.amdgcn.s.getpc()
%exttelp.offset = lshr i64 %0, 32
%.li1 = trunc i64 %exttelp.offset to i32
%.upt0 = insertelement <2 x i32> poison, i32 %descTable1, i64 0
%.l1 = insertelement <2 x i32> %upt0, i32 %.li1, i64 1
%.l2 = bitcast <2 x i32> %.l1 to i64
%.l3 = inttoptr i64 %2 to ptr addrspace(4)
...
%.l10 = load <4 x i32>, ptr addrspace(4) %3, align 16
...
%.l16 = call <4 x i32> @llvm.amdgcn.s.buffer.load.v4i32(<4 x i32> %10, %12 8, i32 0), !invariant.load !121
%.l15 = bitcast <4 x i32> %.l4 to <4 x float>
%.l223 = extractelement <4 x float> %.l15, i64 2
%.l3 = extractelement <4 x float> %.l15, i64 3
%.l204 = fmul reassoc nsvn nsz arcp contract afn float %.l223, %.l10
%.l205 = fmul reassoc nsvn nsz arcp contract afn float %.l13, %.l122
```
Trip through the compiler pipeline

```assembly
%0 = call i64 @llvm.amdgcn.s.getpc()
%extel.offset = load i64 %0, 32
%11 = truncte i64 %extel.offset to i32
%uipo0 = insertelement [2 x i32] poison, i32 %exteTable1, i64 0
%1 = insertelement [2 x i32] %uipo0, i32 %i11, i64 1
%2 = bitcast <2 x i32> %1 to i64
%3 = inttoptr i64 %2 to ptr addrspace(4), !amdgpu.uniform !15
...
%7 = load <4 x i32>, ptr addrspace(4) %3, align 16
...
%11 = call <2 x i32> @llvm.amdgcn.s.buffer.load.v2i132(<4 x i32> %7, i32 0, i32 0), !invariant.load !15
%12 = shufflevector [2 x i32] %11, <2 x i32> poison, <4 x i32> <i32 undef, i32 undef, i32 0, i32 1>
%13 = bitcast <4 x i32> %12 to <4 x float>
%123 = extractelement <4 x float> %13, i64 2
%13 = extractelement <4 x float> %13, i64 3
%1024 = fmul reassoc nnz nsz arcp contract afn float %123, %1021
%1128 = fmul reassoc nnz nsz arcp contract afn float %13, %1122

%59:sgpr_32 = COPY $sgpr3
...
%65:sreg_64 = S_GETPC_B64
%66:sreg_32 = COPY %65.subl1:sreg_64
%4:sgpr_128 = S_LOAD_DWORDX4_IMM %67:sgpr_64, 0, 0 :: (invariant load (s128) from %ir.3, addrspace 4)

%76:sreg_64.xexec = S_BUFFER_LOAD_DWORDX2_IMM %4:sgpr_128, 0, 0 :: (dereferenceable invariant load (s64))
%10:sgpr_32 = COPY %76.subb1:sreg_64.xexec
%9:sgpr_32 = COPY %76.subb0:sreg_64.xexec
%11:vgpr_32 = nnan nsz arcp contract afn reassoc niefpect $MUL_F32_e64 0, %9:sgpr_32, 0, killed %74:vgpr_32, 0, 0, implicit $mode, implicit $exec
%12:vgpr_32 = nnan nsz arcp contract afn reassoc niefpect $MUL_F32_e64 0, %10:sgpr_32, 0, killed %75:vgpr_32, 0, 0, implicit $mode, implicit $exec
```
Trip through the compiler pipeline

%59:sgpr_32 = COPY $sgpr3
...
%65:sreg_64 = S_GETPC_B64
%66:sreg_32 = COPY %65.subl:sreg_64
%4:sgpr_128 = S_LOAD_DWORDX4_IMM %67:sgpr_64, 0, 0 :: (invariant load (s128) from %ir.3, addrspace 4)
...
%76:sreg_64_xexec = S_BUFFER_LOAD_DWORDX2_IMM %4:sgpr_128, 0, 0 :: (dereferenceable invariant load (s64))
%10:sgpr_32 = COPY %76.subl:sreg_64_xexec
%9:sgpr_32 = COPY %76.subb:sreg_64_xexec
%11:vgpr_32 = nnan nsz arcp contract afn reassoc nopl $vreg
%12:vgpr_32 = nnan nsz arcp contract afn reassoc nopl $vreg

renamable $sgpr6_sgpr7 = S_GETPC_B64
$sgpr24 = S_MOV_B32 killed $sgpr3
$sgpr25 = S_MOV_B32 $sgpr7
...
renamable $sgpr16_sgpr17_sgpr18_sgpr19 = S_LOAD_DWORDX4_IMM renamable $sgpr24_sgpr25, 0, 0 :: (invariant load (s128) from %ir.3, addrspace 4)
...
renamable $sgpr@sgpr1 = S_BUFFER_LOAD_DWORDX2_IMM renamable $sgpr16_sgpr17_sgpr18_sgpr19, 0, 0 :: (dereferenceable invariant load (s64))
renamable $vgpr2 = nnan nsz arcp contract afn reassoc nopl $vreg
renamable $vgpr3 = nnan nsz arcp contract afn reassoc nopl $vreg
Trip through the compiler pipeline

```plaintext
renamable $sgpr6_sgpr7 = S_GETPC_B64
$sgpr24 = S_MOVB32 killed $sgpr3
$sgpr25 = S_MOVB32 $sgpr7
...
renamable $sgpr16_sgpr17_sgpr18_sgpr19 = S_LOAD_DWORDX4_IMM renamable $sgpr24_sgpr25, 0, 0 :: (invariant load (s128) from %ir.3, addrspace 4)
...
renamable $sgpr0_sgpr1 = S_BUFFER_LOAD_DWORDX2_IMM renamable $sgpr16_sgpr17_sgpr18_sgpr19, 8, 0 :: (dereferenceable invariant load (s64))
renamable $vgpr2 = nnan nzs arcp contract afn reassoc nofpexcept V_MUL_F32_e32 $sgpr0, killed $vgpr1, implicit $mode, implicit $exec
renamable $vgpr3 = nnan nzs arcp contract afn reassoc nofpexcept V_MUL_F32_e32 $sgpr1, killed $vgpr3, implicit $mode, implicit $exec

s_getpc_b64 s[6:7]
s_movb32 s24, s3
s_movb32 s25, s7
...
s_load_b128 s[16:19], s[24:25], 0x0
...
s_waitcnt lgkmcnt(0)
s_buffer_load_b64 s[0:1], s[16:19], 0x8
s_waitcnt lgkmcnt(0)
v_mul_f32_e32 v2, s0, v1
v_mul_f32_e32 v3, s1, v3
```
A Word on Intermediate Representations

- Our compiler uses a kind of “LLVM+X”
  - LLVM IR with additional “intrinsics” and metadata for GPU-specific operations
- Designing an IR is an art
  - A lot of the compiler flow is concerned with lowering these operations away
  - The IR must fit the lowering flow and vice versa
  - It must also serve other transforms (“optimizations”!)
- Implementing an IR is an art
  - Ergonomics matter
  - Compile-time matters
- MLIR is a great innovation in this area
  - Do the “IR implementation” only once (the “substrate”)
  - Developers can focus on designing purpose-built IRs (the “dialects”)
  - But MLIR doesn’t get everything right (yet?) – and is not compatible with LLVM…
Tessellation Control Shader Outputs

- Implementing graphics APIs is often a conceptually straightforward lowering process
- TCS outputs are a simple example of an exception

- Multiple TCS invocations can be launched for the same “patch” (triangle / quad)
- TCS invocations can (but often don’t) communicate via TCS outputs
TCS Output Lowering

- TCS outputs must ultimately be written to memory, from where they are read by the next pipeline stage
- We could just translate TCS output accesses to memory accesses

- Challenge: If TCS outputs are read back from TCS, reading them from memory is quite slow
- Solution:
  - TCS outputs go to LDS (local scratchpad)
  - At the end of TCS, all outputs are read back from LDS and then written to memory

- **But:** Should we always do this, or only if an output is read from?
  - Ordering between invocations still matters if there are aliased stores
  - Consider cacheline effects
Wait Insertion
Wait Insertion

- Late compiler pass to insert `s_waitcnt` instructions required for correctness
  - Why a late pass?
  - What does this mean for IR design?
- Algorithmically:
  - On-the-fly computation of “pending” registers and associated counter values within basic blocks
  - Fix point iteration for finding “pending” state at basic block boundaries
  - (Why) Do we need a fix point iteration?

```c
s_load_b128  s[20:23], s[24:25], 0x30
v_mul_f32    v7, s0, v1
v_mul_f32    v8, s1, v8
...
s_waitcnt    lgkmcnt(0)
image_sample_lz v[9:10], v[7:8], s[4:11], s[20:23]  
dmask:0x3  dim:SQ_RSRC_IMG_2D
v_fma_f32    v[13:14], v[11:12], s[4:11], s[20:23]  
dmask:0x3  dim:SQ_RSRC_IMG_2D
v_fmac_f32_e64 v8, s17, 0.5
image_sample_lz v[15:16], v[7:8], s[4:11], s[20:23]  
dmask:0x3  dim:SQ_RSRC_IMG_2D
v_mov_b32_e32 v12, v8
image_sample_lz v[7:8], v[11:12], s[4:11], s[20:23]  
dmask:0x3  dim:SQ_RSRC_IMG_2D
s_buffer_load_b128 s[20:23], s[12:15], 0x40
...
s_waitcnt lgkmcnt(0)
buffer_load_b64 v[0:1], v0, s[16:19], 0ffen offset:8
s_waitcnt vmcnt(4)
v_add_f32_e64 v11, |v10|, |v9|
```
Tweaking the Fix Point by Waiting Earlier

- Fix a false stall that affected GCN by moving the wait to before the loop
- RDNA addressed this issue by separating counters for loads vs. stores
Control Flow Lowering
Control Flow Lowering

- The wave must follow a control-flow path that encompasses the paths of all individual threads that have been mapped to its lanes
- Compiler transforms the CFG accordingly and inserts bitmask manipulation code
- Analysis which values are uniform vs. divergent
  - Fix point iteration with some tricky aspects due to “temporal divergence”
  - Can sometimes avoid the CFG transform if branch conditions are uniform
Register Allocation and Memory Instruction Scheduling
Register Allocation Size Matters

- RDNA has 256 architectural vector registers that can be accessed by instructions
- There are typically 1024 physical vector registers per SIMD
- Most shaders use far less than 256 vector registers
- Vector registers are allocated to waves at launch according to their register size
- This affects **occupancy**, with profound impact on performance
- Example:
  - With 64 VGPRs in Wave32 mode, all 16 wave slots can be used
  - With 64 VGPRs in Wave64 mode, only 8 wave slots can be used
  - With 80 VGPRs in Wave32 mode, only 12 wave slots can be used
Latency hiding via Occupancy vs. Instruction Scheduling

• Memory latency is high, so hiding that latency is important
• Idea #1: Move loads as early as possible?
  • Other instructions of the wave can execute while the load is in flight
  • Normally an improvement if it doesn’t change the register budget
  • What if it requires us to grow the register budget?
• Idea #2: Maximize the number of loads in flight (memory-level parallelism)
  • There are broadly two ways of doing that:
    • Increase the number of waves in flight → want a smaller register budget
    • Increase the number of loads in flight per wave → want a larger register budget
  • Interacts with loop unrolling
    • One of the major effects of loop unrolling on the GPU is that it can unlock memory parallelism
    • Like out-of-order execution on a CPU
• In practice:
  • Do a bit of everything
  • Allocation granularity and “occupancy boundaries” are often in our favor
  • Second-order effects on the cache hierarchy can easily throw a wrench in any theory
Thank you!
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